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TWENTY-THIRD YEAR-19tH-PART II.

Notes on Jewish Amulets.
HANS H. SPOER, PH.D.

T

HE fear of the unknown as well as of the known has always
disturbed the peace of the human mind. Whether it was the
danger from an evilly inclined invisible power, such as ghosts, ginns,
fairies, or sprites, the malice or envy of one's fellow-men, or maladies
of various kinds, or the bite of snakes or scorpions, the effort was
made to counteract, or, if possible, to get ahead of, a supposed spell
or injury by another and stronger. Amulets 1 served accordingly as
prophylactics against known and unknown danger.
They were known to the ancient Hebrews, and were called by
them ~. Isa. 3m. They were used, among other purposes, to
charm serpents, Jer. 817• It seems from Isa. i Eccl. 10u that there
was a regular profession of enchanters in Judah.
The Talmud calls the amulet ~,~p. a word which comes from
~'· /o bind, and points to the manner in which it was carried, but
not to its contents. This fact, in connection with Isa. 311, seems to
throw some light upon several OT. passages. According to Gen. 35*
the women of Jacob's household handed to him, upon the command
of Yahweh, ""l:ll:"'l ,:"!Yn~, Gen. 35 11, among which were also earrings, 35 4• As these ear-rings cannot very well have been representations of a deity, the presumption is that they were charms or
amulets. This again is borne out by the reference in Jud. 82*'"·.
Here Gideon requests the Israelites to bring the ear-rings so that he
might make an ephod out of them. The ear-rings are mentioned
together with the crescents and chains, v. 26, which were around the
necks of the camels; both are unquestionably charms; no valuable
horse or camel is to-day in the Orient without a chain, generally
of blue beads, from which a crescent is often suspended, around its
neck. Gideon united the smaller charms or amulets of the indiI

The word "amulet" was first used by Pliny, Nil. xxix. 4, 19, etc. The ety-

mology of the word is uncertain and has probably nothing to do with the Arabic
ltdmakl.
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viduals to make a large one, an ephod, which should serve for the
entire people to protect it against every kind of calamity and evil.
Amulets were, and are still, worn openly or concealed. A classic
illustration is found in 2 Mace. 12 40 : " But they found, under
the coats of those that had been slain, things consecrated to the
idols of the J.amnites." The amulets were ordinarily worn attached
to the arm, as is attested by two passages in the Talmud ; in Sanh.
22 a, 15, it is said that the king shall carry the Torah on his arm as
an amulet, and also Jer. Sabb. x6 b, where it is stated that God hangs
the storm-wind on his arm like an amulet.
The reason for keeping out of sight the !·ime' is to be sought in the
belief that just because it was not seen and therefore its existence not
suspected, it was a stronger protection for the bearer ; thus a father
gives an amulet hidden in a cane to his son, a kind of a hidden
weapon to protect him against the evil eye.1
Amulets were especially in vogue in the Talmudic times, and it is
not surprising that, as in certain branches of the Christian church,
amulets were valued according to the reputed cure which they had
brought about, or the protection which they had offered to their
bearer.
Thus the distinction was made between amulets which had cured
once, twice, or three times ; or three different persons once, or one
person three times. 3 We hear therefore of proven and non-proven
amulets, i.e. amulets which have or have not cured and protected
their bearers.•
The Talmud takes a firm stand against sorcery, in which we must
include amulets, i.e. amulets which are not of the right kind,' such as
the men wore who had been slain in the battle against Gorgias.
Nevertheless one of the greatest Palestinian Amoraim, Jochanan, declared that a knowledge of sorcery 8 was one of the indispensable
qualifications of a member of the Sanhedrim.
Sorcery was largely employed in cases of sickness, and here the
Talmud makes the concession that whatever serves for healing was
not forbidden, though it might be superstitious/ a principle faithfully carried out, even to this day, by the country population of all
civilized lands. The Jewish scholars did not make a concession to a
lower form of religion by permitting sorcery to be employed in case
of disease, but simply shared the views of the age as to the character
Lnnh"cus rabba, c. 25; Blau, Altjud. Zaub"""'~un, p. 91.
a Cf. Blau, op. cit. p. 92 for Talmudic references.
• Cf. Sola, ix; IJ.
6 Cf. below.
8 Cf. Blau, op. cit. p. 20.
7 Sabb. 67 a; Cltul/in, 77 b.
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of the maladies. The patient was regarded as being under a spell,
possessed of an evil spirit, a belief with which we meet frequently in the
Gospels, cf. Mt. ul!lon. = Lk. Jt 1'""· Mk. s1 "''· = Mt. 8211 "•· Luke 81111 ""·,
and as one spell could be overcome only by another sorcery was employed. This consisted often only in amulets or a spoken word, a
command to the spirit to leave the afflicted. The sluma' served as
such, but especially the dh·ine name, as among Christians the name
of Jesus. The words of Lev. IJ8 were used against the spirit of
leprosy. This usage of the divine name is doubtless based upon
Ex. 15•, "jM~-, ;,;r ~Jlt ~:,for I am Yahw<!'h thy healer.
The divine name, in its manifold forms and attributes, was naturally
the most powerful ch.um, and to make an exorcism or talisman effective must never be o.uitted; as a matter of fact another name would
make the charm powerless. That this is so is clearly intimated
by the statement 2 Mace. I 2 40 • Those talismans lacked the c~
~·~,, and therefore those who carried them were not protected
and were slain in battle.
·
The many citations from the OT. which we find on the amulets
are doubtless substitutions for old heathen incantations. In the time'
given below we have a combined quotation from Dt. 28211 and Io17 ,
the entire Ps. I 2 I, one from I S. r814, Ex. I 511 Ps. 45~7 and Is. 49 23 •
Besides the 'lt'.,,~~:"T C'lt', which was indispensable, there are other
characteristics of a good and effective ~-iml. These are:
1M Namu of Angds.- On this l;ime' we find the names: Ahabiel,
Berachiel, I;Ianniel, I;Iesdiel, Tobie!, and Zede~iel. The angels are
called upon because there are occasions and matters in which they
may act without special permission from the Deity, and therefore can
prevent evil which otherwise might befall the bearer of the amulet.
According to this timl they helped Abraham, which deed in itself
might have been reason enough to write their names on the time'.
But another instance makes these names powerful and that is the fact
that they are compounded with the divine name, for with the transference of the divine name to the angels it is believed that the power
of the one owning the name is also transferred. 8
Tlu Magical Triangle.'- This was formed either by the vowels
CHIJUvw or by the name :"T,~. The vowels or name were put
together in such a way that by repeating them they formed a triangle
of either 12, 42, or 72 letters. 10 However, on this ~·ime' the magical
9 Cf. Pnikta, ro8 b.
• Cf. also Blau, p. IJ6sq.
On the interpretation of this, cf. Blau, op. cit. pp. 141-146.
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triangle of letters has given place to a triangle of lines in which are
written vs:~·T of Ps. 45.
The Permutation of utters.- This practice is evidently founded
in the belief that the permutation makes the charm more effective.
On this ~ime!, we have the letters of the word rf,lt permuted in the
written along the two long side,;
forms : ""lt, ~. "ltn, and
of the triangle. At times even entire scripture verses were written
backward.u The word rf,lt is the keynote of the quotation Ps. 45 6 '"·
and expresses, at the same time, that which is desired for the bearer
of this ~·ime', viz. that he may be prosperous.
The name of the person in whose favor the ~iml has been written.
The Name of his Mother.- The father's name is never mentioned.
We have here doubtless, as in the prayers addressed to the Jewish
saints, a remnant of the ancient matriarchate which is still lingering in
certain customs of to-day.~
The demo''· or what is equivalent to it, the disease (cf. the NT.
passages)', or, as in this ~-ime', a request for general protection and
prosperity.
The often unintelligible abbreviations are another feature which all
Jewish written amulets have in common.
There may be minor variations, but a complete, written "'~i' will
not lack any of the points mentioned .

m,

.Descn'ption of the l{ime'.
This ~;,u·, of which a photograph is presented herewith, is upon
parchment and written in Rashi. The names of the angels and the
OT. citation3 are in square characters. Its size is zt" x 19". The
beginning of the first line is illegible. Upon the usual exaltation
follow the names of the angels, by reason of which the bearer of the
timl shall have success and obtain grace and favor in the eyes of all
those who see him. Out of the first letters of the quotation 1 S. 1814,
which is introduced by :::l,n::ntt as it is 1tm'tten, a name has been
made which has mystical significance, and by virtue of this " great
and holy name" the man mentioned on this l{ime' shall prosper.
Upon this follows in a square z" X 7t", which is divided into 42
squares, 13 in a row, a quotation from Ex. 15 1\ one letter to a square.
These 42 squares with the triangle which is formed upon one of the
" Cf. Blau, lip. t:it. pp. 85, 117, 148 sq.
•~ Cf. the writer's article: "Dolmens, etc."
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narrow sides of the large square are most probably a variant of the
magical triangle and of the name of 4:z letters.
The timl closes ·with the quotation !sa. 49,., and the words " to the
bearer of this time'."
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u The reading in the brackets is a~ded by me.
lf Rabbinical for
16 The word ill not clear on the MS. It may be 1•':!=.
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TRANSLATION,
. . . my help is from Yahweh who made the
heavens and the earth. May Yahweh not let thy
foot slip, may thy keeper not sleep, 16 0 child born
of Leah.17 I pray thee, 0 Yahweh, God of Israel,
who dwellest above the cherubim, show grace and
compassion and pity and mercy to thy servant who
wears this amulet, Zacharyah, the child born of
Leah. And cause him to prosper. in all his works,
and whithersoever he turns may he act wisely and
prosper and find grace and favor in the eyes of
all who see him by reason of these, the holy, pure,
noble, terrible, mighty, and powerful names.l 8
And they are these :
Ahabiel, Berachiel, l;lanniel, l;lesdiel, Tobie!,
Zede~iel.

Ye holy angels, as ye have blessed and given
success to Abraham our father so bless and give
success to the bearer of this amulet, Zacharyah,
the child born of Leah, in all his ways; thus shall
be the good will, lasting, ever and ever.
[Here follows Ps. 121.]
To the success and ease of him who is bearing
this amulet, Zephanyah, the son of Beruryah, in
the eyes of all who see him and in all his works
and his paths, as it is written: IV "And David
was prosperous in all his ways, for Yahweh was
with him."
~Q"'!=?~ to him who is wearing this amulet.
By virtue of thi:1 the great and holy name, Zecbaryah, the son of Leah, shall prosper in all bill
works; thus shall be the good will.
Who is like thee among the gods, 0 Yahweh?
Who is like thee, glorious in holiness,
Fearful in praises, doing wonder?:~>
And shall be the goocl will before thee, Yahweh, my god and the god of my fathers. This is
the name, the wonderful, the holy and the pure,
the mighty and the terrible, the one mentioned
above which thou shalt cause to prosper thy servant, who is wearing this amulet, Zacharyab, the
18

Ps. 1212-3,
This rendering was suggested to me by Professor H. G. Mitchell, to whom I
am also indebted for several other suggestipns in connection with the translation.
18 Dt. 28:16 and
IV 1 S. 18!'.
1JJ Ex. 1511·
17

w".
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son of Leah, in all his works and in all whereto he turns his face may he be
succeuful And may be prosper as thou didst cause David the king to prosper
on whom be peace; thus shall be the good will. Blessed be thou Yahweh, hearer
of prayer; thus shall be the good will for ever and ever and ever, to thee do we
hope, 0 Yahweh.
"And in thy majesty ride on prosperously, because of truth and meeknen and
righteousness. And thy right hand shall teach thee terrible things. Thine
arrows are sharp; the peoples fall under thee; they are in the heart of the king's
enemies. Thy throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever: a sceptre of equity is the
sceptre of thy kingdom" (R. V.).U For the wearer of this amulet.
"And kings shall be thy nursing fathers and their queens thy nursing mothers.
They shall bow down to thee with their faces toward the earth. And thou shalt
know that I am Yahweh Zebaoth; those who wait for him shall not come to
ihame." 211 For the wearer of this amulet.

A Modern Metal Amulet.
Metal, especially iron, plays an important part in Jewish sorcery,
and therefore talismans are often made of this material. It is considered necessary that such a charm be entirely of metal, as otherwise
the magical power is lost. Thus the knife with which incisions in the
tree are made for magical purposes must be entirely of iron, even the
handle being made of no other material. A metal cup is especially
valuable for protection to drink from at night, as it is very dangerous
to drink water out of rivers, brooks, or pools at that time on account
of the demons, against whom the metal of the cup is a strong charm.
This inherent quality made such a talisman especially valuable.
The little talisman in my possession is a product of a Sephardi,
i.t. a Spanish Jew. The Sephardim are more fond of amulets and
given to superstitions thah the Askenazian Jews. The amulet is
against the evil eye.
The evil eye is not unknown to ancient Jewish life. The passage
Is. 318 c~l~'!' n,"''j'1t'Q wan/on eJ•ts (R.V.) refers rather to eyes which
may bring about evil. This interpretation seems to be borne out by
the fact that in this chapter we have several references to charmers or
sorcerers, cf. v. 2• The reference in v.u, women rule ovtr llum, must
also be interpreted in this light, viz. that the people were so completely given to the practice of sorcery that they literally became subject to its practitioners, who were mostly women, as no women ever
ruled over Israel.18 For the earliest times we have this illustrated
by the woman at En-dor, 1 S. 28, and for Talmudic times by the
frequent references to women sorcerers. Thus we read : "when she
st Ps. 45&-r.

12

Is. 4~·

ll8

Compare, however, Athaliah.
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(viz. the daughter) becomes old she will perhaps practise sorceries;""
or the still more sweeping condemnation: " the most pious of women
is a sorceress."~ This refers, according to a Jewish scholar,• not to
the Christian or heathen women of the second century, but only to
the Jewish women.
A full description of the evil eye we find inJu. Sir. xiv. 8-10.
The envious man hath a wicked eye, he tumeth away his face, and
despiseth men.
A covetous man's eye is not satisfied with his portion, and the
iniquity of the wicked drieth up his soul.
A wicked eye is envious [even] at the bread, and he is a niggard
at his table.
We may perhaps see a reference to the evil eye also in Ps. 35u.
It is also referred to in the NT. &q,8aA.p.O; ronp~ Mk. 7u. It was
at all times considered a factor with which one bad to reckon
seriously.
To the bane of the evil eye were exposed especially men and beasts
who were distinguished before others by their beauty and excellency,
and therefore the people are counselled in Baba Batkra, 1, t8 a, to
guard themselves against it. However, the tribe of Joseph was immune from it,27 so that a man belonging to it could provoke it with
impunity. This belief in the immunity is doubtless due to a cabalistic
interpretation of Gen. 49tt by a play upon the word
which, as a
matter of fact, appears on this amulet in this sense. t~ is
rendered sprout over the eye,'JJJ taking ,"' as Imp. of ;,"'·
In the centre of the obverse of this talisman, which is round,
having a diameter of one inch, is a large :'1 about half of the size of
the amulet. This :"1 stands for the *tm hamm¢ora* ;,~ an invincible charm. In the middle of the :"1 are two hands raised as in
blessing. This is doubtless a symbolical representation of Nnm. 6tt-•,
the priestly blessing, which was considered as protecting Israel against
the evil eye. That this is the meaning of these two symbols is attested by the words which stand to the right and left of :"1, which are :
,!).,~· and [1].,~~,,, the pronominal suffix 1 was omitted in the
case of the second word because of lack of space. These two words
with the :"1 divide the amulet into halves. Along the edge of the
upper half-circle are the words: ., ' n-,c r~ "PP, n.,c J::l

r,,

H

u
liS

"'Blau, op. dl. p. 24IT B~racholll, 20a (=B. M~ia, 84a).
For the Talmudic discussions on this point, cf. Blau, op. dl. p. 155, note 1.
Sanll.
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cf. abo 67 6.

Sof~rim, 15, 10,
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[~~ =] = a fruitful bough is Joseph, a fn~i!ful bough by a founThe last two words, as we have seen, have given rise to the
belief that the tribe of Joseph was immune from the evil eye. It
may have been that by writing this verse on the talisman, the
special virtue of which the descendants of Joseph boasted was thus
transferred to the bearer, whoever he might be.
The lower half-circle is inscribed with the following letters : to the
left '~ '~ '" ,, and to the right '"'l 'K '1"1 '"· What this legend is I
cannot make out, nor could several Sephardim Jews and rabbis to
whom it has been submitted.
Under the :"I we have in large characters C~"'l~ and below that
~ '::u"l 'P., [ =,l~t)~~ ;"M,"tt)~ :"'l::u"l 'IMp., .,~~] = the holy city
snail be built quickly in our days.
The reverse has, in the middle, the Tomb of Rachel with the legend
underneath C,., "'l::lj'· The idea is that the saint will intercede in
behalf of the person, a conception repudiated by the Jewish rabbis. it
The legend on this side is : m~ Tlll~
~n~ J = aciM.'ib'i"

taill.

t,r1

'iil, :,&,ne "~, ~-,n ~ mn ,"~n ~'lr:l"'tt' [,ll"',~K1 ,~~ac
(C, :"'l"'~t) =] ;i;t) [~ ~3), = J = And shall be btfore flue
Ike will of Yah1ueh our God and of our fathers; that thou maJ'Ut
protect this child from tlze roil eye and from roery disease and rtJery
roil accident from now /Q eternity.r.>
}EitUSALJ!.M,

April,

IfJOI•

119 The tomb is still visited by crowds of Jen, Moslems, and .Christians, for
other purposes as well as the one mentioned above. For instance, woollen
threads brought into contact with the tomb obtain a special healing quality.
ll I ackno·Rledge my indebtedness to Dr. L. Grllnhul and M. Ben Jehuda of
Jerusalem, from whom I have received much information about Jewish folk-lore,
nch as is presented above.
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